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Introduction

• In 2018 there was a pilot in Spain of a combined IRRS and 

ARTEMIS mission
• Several EU countries in the meantime had invited or the idea to have 

combined missions in the years to come (2021-2023)

• First impressions were discussed in several places, showing a 

clear need for increasing the efficiency and effectiveness.

• In its 30th meeting of WG1, beginning of 2019, the Netherlands 

proposed to create a small subgroup of interested countries in 

order to prepare a future discussion with IAEA

• Finland, Sweden and Belgium joined, NL would lead. It also had 

the support from the acting ENSREG chair (M. Foy, UK).



Preparations (1/2)

• Within ENSREG there is great support for the activity. 

• During 2019 several people, including the acting chair of 

ENSREG, engaged with IAEA, including with Mr. Lentijo.

• At the fall ENSREG meeting of 2019 the chair of ENSREG, after 

a call of several countries including Germany and UK again 

requested IAEA to improve.

• An Ensreg WG1 brainstorm session was held on 8th of October 

2019 with participation of people from each of the four regulators, 

with combined experience in being a team member (including 

team leader) of IRRS (WG1) and/or ARTEMIS (WG2).

• During the 31st WG1 meeting 9th of October 2019 IAEA invited 

Ensreg for a meeting, finally scheduled 7th of February 2020 in 

Vienna. 



Preparations (2/2)

• The brainstorm resulted in a list of topics, sent for review to a 

number of other countries that might have valuable 

insights/ideas: Germany (IRRS-ARTEMIS back-to-back in 2019), 

Spain and Slovenia

• Also Canada has offered to join the effort, based on their recent 

experience in 2019 (IRRS + integration effort of ARTEMIS 

element).

• The list of topics was improved/completed in December 2020 

and sent to IAEA

• Shortly before the meeting Chech Republic also showed interest 

in the action of ENSREG and agreed the approach.



Improvement Requests of ENSREG (1/2)

▪ Work in PARALLEL on improvement of the back-to-back and/or 

combination (for the missions of the coming years) AND the analysis 

and development full integration (for mid/long term) 
➢ develop roadmap (not excluding intermediate steps of partly integration)

➢ Ensreg offering support to develop roadmap and improvements

▪ General points in relation to back-to-back and/or combination

– Clear, improved coordination within IAEA with the aim improving 

effectiveness and efficiency

– Explore the (dis) advantages of the order (back-to-back) 

– Define back-to-back – if ARTEMIS should benefit from the IRRS 

mission before, what would be still an acceptable time difference 

between those missions?

– Identify the interfaces of the two missions for the whole process 

(might support avoid overlaps)



Improvement Requests of ENSREG (2/2)

▪ More detailed points back-to-back/combination: improvements for all 

phases: preparation (self-assessment), mission, follow-up e.g. with

– Same approach self-assessment (e.g. one basic question set 

covering both missions and then specific questions for IRRS or 

ARTEMIS

– Explore what parts (modules) of ARTEMIS can be executed in 

parallel? 

• May improve interface with IRRS

• May also a good step for (partly) integration

– Avoid overlaps of scope (tailor made approach depending on the 

country and depending on back-to-back or combined 

– Maximize use of same experts used on both parts (back-to-back or 

combined) 

– Back-to-back: debriefing of (part of) IRRS team to ARTEMIS team 

between missions

▪ Develop guidance, templates and training material for back-to-back and 

later integrated mission.



Outline of the meeting

• IAEA presented results of the analyses and evaluation of the 

combined mission and the improvements that could be made
• The IRRS and ARTEMIS will stay as they are with reduced overlaps. 

• The amount of team members, coordinators etc... can be reduced with one.

• IAEA sofar only looked to improve the combination (two parallel missions)

• Then ENSREG delegation summarized their main wishes: 

➢ Short term: develop/improve back-to-back (stop combination)

➢ Long term: full integration, maybe as a new mission, although it 

is acknowledged that IAEA will keep IRRS and ARTEMIS as a 

separate service

➢ Make a roadmap IAEA together with ENSREG

➢ ENSREG offers support to IAEA



Conclusions of the meeting 

• IAEA concluded: there is no longer interest in the combined 

missions 

• Part of the IAEA evaluation for combined missions maybe of 

value for improving back-to-back missions
• ENSREG wants the improvements for back-to-back as steps in the 

direction of full integration (see example Canada)

• IAEA and ENSREG agreed that changes may be needed in 

the conduct of both existing missions to reach the 

integration; 
• One aspect is also the find out what is the minimum needed to comply 

with the waste directive

Next steps

– IAEA discusses the Ensreg request in PRASC

– Due to Corona this has not taken place yet

– Ensreg and IAEA will discuss further cooperation once 

PRASC has concluded about the Ensreg request.


